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HEADEND CONNECTIVITY

CABLING &
CONNECTIVITY

BROADCAST CONNECTIVITY

PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS

A/V CONNECTIVITY

CISCO PRODUCTS

ASSEMBLY SERVICES
TOOLING & ACCESSORIES

Whether you use copper or fiber, WSE has connectors, panels
and assemblies to meet your connectivity needs.
White Sands Engineering, a division of
WESCO Distribution, Inc., is the largest
manufacturer of custom cable assemblies
in the United States.
Our ability to design and manufacture custom connectors,
panels, tools and assemblies makes WSE a leader in the
connectivity industry and the answer to your cabling and
connectivity needs.
From prototype design to full production runs, our engineers can work with your specifications to develop the
innovative assembly you need, no matter how complex. And with our ISO certified production lines and exact testing
and requirements, we guarantee the highest-quality standards.

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
Connectors for Headend, Broadcast & AV
Mini-Cable for Headend, Broadcast & AV
DOCSIS 3.1 Compliant Quad-Shield Mini
Headend Cable and Connectors
Custom Cable Assembly Services
Jumper Cables
Kits
Racks
Panels
CISCO Products & Accessories
ARRIS Products & Accessories
Custom Manufacturing & Engineering
Tools & Accessories
Custom Kitting Capabilities
Proprietary SKUs & Staging Solutions
Rack & Stack

WSE manufactures custom cable

Our specialized line of 75 Ohm, mini

assemblies for the broadband, satellite,

RG59 coax connectors feature a labor-

broadcast, telco and computer industries.

saving one piece design and associated

We are a proven market leader in kitting

23 AWG precision video cables. We also

capabilities encompassing a wide range of

supply the tools and accessories to

products including self-install kits.

facilitate field installations.

CUSTOM OR IN STOCK
While we stock many frequently used cable and connector products,
if it's not in stock we will work with you to design and manufacture
products for your specific application. We can manufacture over 500,000

INDUSTRIES SERVED
Broadband
Satellite

assemblies per month in our 54,000 square foot facility.

Broadcast

WSE’s knowledgeable staff will make recommendations with regard to

Telecom

design, source, material, and packaging of any assembly or kit needs you

Home Theater

may have.
Our commitment to quality manufacturing coupled with our high
volume and quick turn production capability gives us an advantage in
delivering custom solutions.

Security
Defense
OEM

WESCO ASSEMBLY

Harness the Power of OneWESCO

With White Sands Engineering, PanelCrafters, and FiberTron all in the same facility,
WESCO Assembly provides value engineered solutions for all parts of your operation
including fiber and copper assemblies, connectors, wall plates, panels and cable
jumpers. Our products and manufacturing expertise offers you the easy convenience
of having one supplier for both standard and custom orders. Our process has proven
to be one of the best in the industry, giving our customers exactly what they need when they need it.
Your project begins with a review of your concept drawings or idea by our
engineers. From there, we’ll work with you to create the most affordable and
effective solution. Our in-house dimensional and graphic design professionals will
work to bring your ideas to life on screen and provide you with detailed designs and
specifications for your new product.
We also provide professional technical support at every level of the project along with numerous expedited service options.
And with the global reach of WESCO, we can help structure shipping and logistics for both short-term requirements and longterm deployment strategies.

CONTACT INFO
Customer Service Representatives are available from 9 AM to 5 PM.
800.586.7377
WhiteSandsEngineering.com
Headquarters:
White Sands Engineering
2202 S. 7th St., Suite 120
Phoenix, AZ 85034

Distributed by:
TVC Communications US :: 888.644.6075 :: www.tvcinc.com
TVC Canada :: 800.319.9933 :: www.tvccanada.ca
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